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CONFERENCE TOPIC AREAS 

 

 

1. Geopolitical aspects of the First World War  

2. Operations in the First World War 

3. Minorities and social aspects during the First World War  

 
 

PARTICIPATION IN THE SESSION 

 

1. Working languages: Bulgarian, English. 

2. Applications include the following components: paper title, abstract, authors and their affiliated 

scientific organisation. The applications must be sent by 31 July 2018.  

3. Confirmation by the Naval Academy that the application was approved – by 6 August 2018. 

Send applications by email to: robert77@naval-acad.bg, and, if impossible, to the Naval Academy 

address below. 

4. Acceptable submissions will contain no classified information and must be previously unpublished. 

The papers will be published in a Naval Academy book in their original language. Each participant will 

be sent a copy of that book after printing. 

5. The maximum number of submissions to be authored or co-authored is two per participant. 

6. Time to present the papers, including discussion time: up to fifteen minutes. To this end, the authors 

should prepare a presentation to report the results of their research. 

7. The participants will be given the finalised agenda of the Conference upon their registration. 

8. Presenters will be admitted after selection by the academic editorial committee by personal 

invitation for participation. The Conference presenters and attendees are exempt from Conference 

participation fee.  

9. Participants will be registered at the Naval Academy on 26 September 2018 from 8.00 to 12.00 a.m. 

10. Please send the materials by email to: robert77@naval-acad.bg 

 

Naval Academy address: Varna, 73, Vasil Drumev St. 

For further information: tel.: (+359) (52) 552 243, 552 241; 552 229 fax: (+359) (52) 303 163; 

http://www.naval-acad.bg/conference/international-scientific-conference-bulgaria-germany 
 
 

 

 

IMPORTANT DEADLINES: 

• Application for participation with abstract     - 31 July 2018 

• Confirmation for participation in the Conference    - 06 August 2018 

• Opening session - 10.00 a.m.      - 26 September2018 

 



PAPER LAYOUT AND FORMATTING REQUIREMENTS  

The texts of the papers must be prepared on a readable MS Word file; they must be previously 

unpublished. 

The recommended length of the paper is up to 15 standard typed pages (see section 1 below), 

including illustrations, title, abstract, key words and references. 

The following requirements need to be observed: 

1. The layout of the title page needs to contain the following elements: title, in all capitals and in bold 

print, positioned after 5 blank lines from the top of the page; name of the author(s), given in extended 

form: full first name, second name initial(s) and full last name – positioned 1 blank line below the title in 

bold; institution(s)/scientific organisation – in extended form, without abbreviations – positioned 1 

blank line below the name of the author(s). Academic degrees and ranks, emails and official postal address 

of the organisation represented by the presenters. The authors should provide their organisational emails.  

2. The title, name of the author(s), scientific organisation, the abstract and key words in English 

language must be positioned as follows: title – 1 blank line below the name of the scientific organisation; 

name of the author(s) – 1 blank line below the title; scientific organisation(s) – in extended form, 

without abbreviations – 1 blank line below the names of the author(s); abstract – in italics, up to 5 lines 

long – 1 blank line below the name of the scientific organisation; key words – in italics, on a new line 

below the abstract. 

All the elements of the titular part (except the abstract and the key words in English) must be centred 

relative to the body text. 

3. The drawings and graphics must be precisely made and evenly distributed in the text. 

4. The references listed in the end of the paper must be written in accordance with the guidelines for 

bibliographic references ISO 690 - 2010. The scientific publications cited within the text must be indicated 

with a number in square brackets, e.g. [4].  

As far as the ISO 690 – 2010 standard does not deal with legislation acts and handwritten documents, 

place any cited laws, regulations and archival data in a footnote on every page of the paper. That is also 

the place to cite any texts of non-scientific character newspaper articles, works of fiction or journalism, 

etc.  

6. Papers in English language will be presented in that language only, without translating the title and 

the abstract in Bulgarian. In such cases all cited sources will be transliterated in Latin letters. For the 

specific layout and formatting of papers in English see Annex B. 

7. After the approval of their submission for printing, the authors shall sign a licensing agreement, 

granting their permission for their text to be published and respectively included in the scientific citation 

indices. This document shall also regulate the relations between the authors and the publishing office of 

the Naval Academy. 

 

The organisers retain their right to reject any papers that fail to comply with the requirements. 

 
 


